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Microplane Model M5 with Kinematic and Static Constraints
for Concrete Fracture and Anelasticity. I: Theory

Zdeněk P. Bažant, F.ASCE,1 and Ferhun C. Caner2

Abstract: Presented is a new microplane model for concrete, labeled M5, which improves the representation of tensile cohesi
by eliminating spurious excessive lateral strains and stress locking for far postpeak tensile strains. To achieve improvement,
cally constrained microplane system simulating hardening nonlinear behavior(nearly identical to previous Model M4 stripped of ten
softening) is coupled in series with a statically constrained microplane system simulating solely the cohesive tensile fract
coupling is made possible by developing a new iterative algorithm and by proving the conditions of its convergence. The spe
of this algorithm(contrasting with the classical return mapping algorithm for hardening plasticity) is that the cohesive softening stiffne
matrix (which is not positive definite) is used as the predictor and the hardening stiffness matrix as the corrector. The softening
stiffness for fracturing is related to the fracture energy of concrete and the effective crack spacing. The postpeak softening slo
microplanes can be adjusted according to the element size in the sense of the crack band model. Finally, an incremental ther
potential for the coupling of statically and kinematically constrained microplane systems is formulated. The data fitting and exp
calibration for tensile strain softening are relegated to a subsequent paper in this issue, while all the nonlinear triaxial re
compression remains the same as for Model M4.
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Introduction, Background, and Objective

Except for the growth of spherical voids and collapse of sphe
pores, which is not typical of concrete, almost all of the inela
deformations in concrete microstructure, such as slip, fric
tensile microcrack opening, axial splitting, and lateral sprea
in compression, occur on well defined planes taking any sp
orientation. Although these deformations occur at different p
in the microstructure, the microplane models concentrate all
deformations, occurring in a small representative volume o
microheterogeneous material, into one point of the macros
smoothing continuum. Thus the constitutive properties chara
izing these oriented inelastic phenomena(as well as the spheric
voids and pores, if any) can be described by means of stress
strain vectors acting on a plane of arbitrary spatial orienta
called the microplane(Bažant 1984). The microplanes may b
imagined as the tangent planes of an elemental sphere sur
ing every continuum point[Fig. 1].
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The strain and stress vectors on the microplanes,e and s,
must be assumed to be constrained in some way to the stra
stress tensors of the macrocontinuum,eij andsi j (the indices refe
to components in Cartesian coordinatesxi , i =1, 2, 3). The con
straint is said to be kinematic(or static) if the strain (or stress)
vector on each microplane is the projection of the contin
strain(or stress) tensor, i.e.,sed j =nieij andssd j =nisi j (whereni is
the unit normal vector of the microplane). The stresses(or strains)
in a kinematically(or statically) constrained microplane mod
cannot be the stress tensor projections but are related to thee (or
s) only by a weak variational constraint, represented by the
ciple of virtual work (or complementary virtual work). The con
dition of tensorial invariance is automatically satisfied by con
ering planes of all orientations.

Compared to the classical tensorial constitutive models b
on tensorial invariants, the microplane concept has potent a
tages:(1) As realized already by Taylor(1938), a constitutive law
in terms of vectors rather than tensors is clearer, concep
simpler, and easier to formulate.(2) The vector representation c
directly characterize the aforementioned oriented deformatio
well as their localization into one preferred orientation(note for
example that, by contrast, a relationship between the hydro
pressure and the second deviatoric stress invariant cann
scribe frictional slip on a plane of a specific orientation). (3) The
so-called vertex effect, an essential characteristic of con
(Caner et al. 2002) which is generally missed by the class
tensorial models, is exhibited automatically.(4) Apparent devia
tions from normality in the sense of tensorial plastic models
automatic, since a microplane model for plasticity is equivale
a large number of simultaneously active yield surfaces, for
of which the normality rule can be satisfied.(5) The constraint o
the microplanes automatically provides all the cross effects

as the shear dilatancy and pressure sensitivity.(6) Combinations
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Right:
of loading and unloading on different microplanes provide a c
plex path dependence and automatically reproduce the Ba
inger effect and hysteresis under cyclic loading.(7) The depen
dence of the current yield limits on the strain components(rather
than scalar hardening-softening parameters) is easy to take int
account.(8) In cyclic loading, fatigue is automatically simulat
by accumulation of residual stresses on the microplanes afte
load cycle.(9) Finally, anisotropy, while not requisite for co
crete, can be captured easily, simply by making the constit
properties of a microplane dependent on its orientation(in more
detail, see Caner and Bažant 2000). These advantages outwe
the burden of a greater amount of computations, a burden th
been waning from year to year with the relentless advanc
computer power.

Since its inception(Bažant and Oh 1983a,b, 1985), the mi-
croplane constitutive model for concrete has developed in
powerful and robust computational tool for three-dimensiona
nite element analysis of concrete structures. Initially formul
for concrete as an extension and modification of a gro
breaking idea of Taylor(1938), the evolution of the model ha
advanced through several progressively improved versions, w
were labeled as M1, M2, M3, and M4 for concrete(as describe
in Bažant et al. 2000a) and M4R for rock(Bažant and Zi 2003).
The evolution then ramified to other complex materials suc
sand, clay, rigid foam, shape-memory alloys, and fiber compo
(Brocca and Bažant 2000, 2001a,b; Brocca et al. 2001). The
model was extended to finite strain(Bažant et al. 2000a) and to
the rate effect or creep(Bažant et al. 2000c), and has been used
dynamic finite element analyses with up to several million fi
elements(Bažant et al. 2000b). Recently, Model M4f(see Part II)
introduced into Model M4 a fracture energy based recalibratio
softening boundaries in the sense of the crack band theory
latest version, Model M4(Bažant et al. 2000a; Caner and Baž
2000) or M4f describes satisfactorily all the experimentally do
mented nonlinear triaxial behavior of concrete under compre
and shear, and also simulates well the distributed tensile cra
that occurs for strains in the prepeak, peak, and early pos
regimes.

Problems have nevertheless arisen in predicting the far
peak tensile response in which the tensile stress across cra
getting reduced to zero. The objective of this paper is to overc
these problems by formulating a new microplane model, lab
M5. The new model enhances Models M4 and M4f with a s
cally constrained system of microcracks directly simulating

Fig. 1. Left: Coupling of kinematically and statically constrain
microplane systems for hardening and softening responses.
components of strain or stress vectors on microplane.
softening stress-separation law of cohesive fracture(Barenblatt
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1959; Rice 1968; Hillerborg et al. 1976; Petersson 1981; H
borg 1985; RILEM 1985; Bažant and Planas 1998) or crack band
theory (Bažant and Oh 1983a;b).

Need for a Mixed Static-Kinematic Constraint

Although the behavior for strains in the far post-peak tail of
stress–strain diagram is normally irrelevant for predicting the
capacities of structures, it is very important for dynamic respo
especially for correctly assessing the energy absorption capa
For the far postpeak tensile strains and for the formation of
plete fractures in which the crack bridging stresses are reduc
zero, Model M4, unfortunately, does not perform as well as
simple cohesive crack model or the simple classical sme
cracking models. It is plagued by two problems:(1) At far post-
peak tensile softening, the lateral contraction in the direc
parallel to the cracks is much larger than the Poisson effect
material between the cracks and must be judged excessive(even
though good test data are lacking, due to the difficulty of ca
ing strain at a random place where the crack band localizes); and
(2) the model exhibits the so-called “stress locking;” in o
words, a small but finite tensile stress across the crack ba
retained even at extremely large tensile strains.

The cause does not lie in the classical problem of spu
localization and mesh sensitivity, which can be readily avoide
either applying a nonlocal operator or by modifying the postp
constitutive behavior according to the crack band theory(Bažan
and Oh 1983a,b; also Bažant and Planas 1998; Jirásek and
2002). Rather, the cause lies in the necessity of a kinematic
straint for a softening damage model. The kinematic cons
assumes that the strain vectors on the microplanes are the p
tions of the strain tensor. Because of this hypothesis, the
opening produces large tensile strains not only in the microp
nearly parallel to the cracks but also in those which are sig
cantly inclined to the crack. These inclined microplanes pro
large lateral contraction and, since they never soften to zero
contribute a tensile stress across the cracks even if widely op

The problem is aggravated by the necessity of a volume
deviatoric split(proposed in Bažant and Prat 1988a,b), i.e., the
split of each microplane normal strain into its volumetric
deviatoric components. Such a split is inevitable for a rea
representation of nonlinear triaxial behavior in compression
the transition between compression and tension. In particula
split is necessary to capture the fact that uniaxial compressio
weakly confined compression lead to strain softening with a
lateral expansion, whereas the hydrostatic compression(and com
pression at zero lateral strain) never leads to any strain softeni
This is a troublesome but inevitable dichotomy, which is igno
by most tensorial-type nonlinear triaxial constitutive models
concrete and rock. The split causes that, in far postpeak softe
most of the tensile strain concentrates into the deviatoric co
nent which is tensile in the direction normal to the crack
equally large and compressive in directions parallel to the c
Eliminating the split merely for tension does not help becau
destroys the continuity of transition between the tensile and
pressive responses, and restricting the magnitude of volum
strain (by a volumetric boundary) only alleviates but does n
avoid the problem

The kinematic constraint, when introduced in Bažant(1984)
and Bažant and Oh(1983b), represented a cardinal depart
from the classical Taylor models for metals and nonsofte

(overconsolidated) soils (Batdorf and Budianski 1949; Budianski
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and Wu 1962; Lin and Ito 1965, 1966; Brown 1970; Hill and R
1972; Zienkiewicz and Pande 1977; Pande and Sharma
Pande and Xiong 1982; Bronkhorst et al. 1992; Butler and
Dowell 1998). In Taylor models, the constraint of the plan
called here the microplanes is static, i.e., the stress vector on
planes is assumed to be the projection of the stress tens
learned from the first studies of softening in fracturing mate
at Northwestern University during the early 1980s, the main
son for replacing at that time the static constraint with a kinem
constraint was to stabilize the system of softening microplan
there is no softening, as in plastic metals, the static cons
causes no instability because the strain corresponding to a
stress reduction is uniquely defined by the elastic unloading

But if there is softening, the static constraint inevitably le
to instability because the microplane strains caused by a
stress reduction are not unique, corresponding to either the
ening branch or the unloading branch. The consequence is t
the microcracking strains(unlike plastic strains) suddenly local
ize, under static constraint, into a single microplane of one o
tation only. This makes it impossible to simulate a system
microcracks of many orientations, developing simultaneous
the peak stress region. Later on, in the far postpeak respons
cracking of course does localize into one dominant orienta
and that is why we will strive here to enhance Model M4 wit
static constraint.

There is also a secondary, physical, reason for the gove
role of the kinematic constraint in the peak stress region. U
plastic yielding, happening at constant stress, the average
strain tensor of the material around and between the diffus
crocracks is essentially the same as the strain tensor of the
roscopic smoothing continuum. The formation of small mic
cracks causes the continuum stress to drop without affectin
strain tensor (the same observation underlies the class
Kachanov-type theory of continuum damage mechanics).

Assuming all the behavior to adhere to a strict kinematic
straint is also arguable from the viewpoint of stiffness bou
From the theory of composite materials(e.g., Christensen 1979),
it is well known that the kinematic constraint, correspondin
Voigt’s (1889) parallel coupling model, and the static constra
corresponding to Reuss’(1929) series coupling model, represe
the upper and lower bounds on the material stiffness, whic
generally not close to each other. The real behavior is somew
inbetween. Therefore, a microplane model incorporating a
ture of the kinematic and static constraints should be physi
more realistic.

There are further reasons for seeking a way to formula
hybrid constraint. Just like the strains due to plastic slip on a
slip line, the strains due to the opening of continuous cracks(un-
like the strains due to small diffuse microcracks) are additive to
the elastic strains of the material inbetween and both happ
the same stress. Consequently, the interaction of the elastic s
with the strains due to large and continuous(or almost continu
ous) cracks should be described by a series coupling model
so should the interaction of the strains due to long crack
different orientations. This means that the microplane system
the interaction of the opening of wide and long cracks sh
have a static rather than kinematic constraint, and that this sy
should be coupled in series with the microplane system that s
lates nonlinear triaxial behavior and diffuse microcracking in
peak stress region.

A mixture of both constraints was attempted at Northwes

already in the early 1980s but seemed unworkable. It took the
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form of a series coupling of two microplane systems[Fig. 1], in
which the strain tensorei j was decomposed as

ei j = eij + gi j s1d

whereeij ,gi j5strain tensors for the kinematically and static
constrained(nonsoftening and softening) microplane system
both subjected to the same stress tensorsi j . Such a coupling
however, caused the microplane strains and stresses of bo
tems to become tied by many implicit nonlinear equations.
appeared to pose at that time formidable computational dif
ties. To circumvent the problem, an iterative algorithm aki
that used in plastic finite element analysis was tried but was f
to diverge because of softening. It was for this reason tha
pursuit of series coupling model with hybrid constraints wa
that time abandoned. Nevertheless, Carol and Bažant(1995) later
demonstrated advantages of a series coupling of fracturin
croplane system to an elastic microplane system.

Challenge: How to Achieve Convergence
of Softening for Static Constraint?

The iterations in each loading step of plastic finite element a
sis commonly employ the return mapping algorithm(Hughes
1984; Simo and Hughes 1998), in which the elastic deformation
used as the predictor and a subsequent return to the curren
surface as the corrector. A special case is the radial return
rithm for theJ2 flow theory of plasticity(Wilkins 1964; Krieg and
Key 1976; Krieg and Krieg 1977; Simo and Taylor 1985). In
these algorithms, the corrector has in fact an infinite neg
stiffness since the drop of stress point to the yield surface i
stress space is carried out at constant strain. A direct applic
of this kind of algorithm to the series coupling of two micropl
systems[Fig. 1] is not a feasible approach because a retu
constant strain would require solving a system of many nonl
equations.

To emulate at least the spirit of this algorithm for the se
coupling model[Fig. 1], it would seem natural to use the kin
matically constrained microplane system with a positive in
mental stiffness[Fig. 1, left] as the predictor, and the fracturi
statically constrained microplane system[Fig. 1, right] as the cor
rector. Such a corrector has a finite negative stiffness, and
stiffness is typically smaller in magnitude than the stiffness o
predictor. Unfortunately, though, the convergence of this an
of the return mapping algorithm breaks down(see Algorithm A in
Part II).

To achieve convergence, a new kind of iterative algorithm
be introduced. When the statically constrained microplane sy
[Fig. 1, left] is active(i.e., when cracks are opening), its negative
(or negative definite) incremental stiffness will be employed
the predictor, and the positive(or positive definite) stiffness of the
kinematically constrained microplane system[Fig. 1, right] will
be employed as the corrector. Such an iterative algorithm
verges, and does so in a geometric progression, as prove
later section(Algorithm B or B8). Adopting the softening inelast
part of response as the predictor is the opposite of the algor
established in computational plasticity, and the reason tha
works is that the negative stiffness of the inelastic corrector i
too large in magnitude. An acceleration giving quadratic con
gence can further be obtained by using the Newton-Rap
method to subdivide the strain between the two microplane

tems.
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Review of Basic Relations for Microplane Systems

The microplane system with strain tensorgi j [Fig. 1] is con-
strained statically and describes only the strain softening d
the opening of cohesive cracks of various possible orientat
The microplane system with strain tensoreij =ei j −gi j is con-
strained kinematically and describes the elastic deformation
all the remaining inelastic deformations, which exclude cohe
crack softening(but include deviatoric softening needed to sim
late the softening in uniaxial compression). According to thes
constraints

eN = Nijeij

eM = Mijsi j s2d

eL = Lijeij

sN = Nijsi j

sM = Mijsi j s3d

sL = Lijsi j

in which Nij =ninj ; Mij =sminj +mjnid /2 ; Lij =sl inj + l jnid /2; and
subscriptsM and N label two suitably chosen coordinate dir
tions given by orthogonal unit coordinate vectors of compon
mi andl i, lying in the microplane[Fig. 1]. Microplane straineN is
further split into its volumetric and deviatoric components

eD = eN − eV

eV = 1
3ekk s4d

For strainseN, eV, eD , eM, and eL, the microplane constitutiv
law for the kinematically constrained system gives the co
sponding stressessN, sV, sD , sM, andsL (which are not the sam
as the stressessN, sV, sD , sM, and sL in the statically con
strained part, except by chance). According to the principle o
virtual work (Bažant et al. 2000a)

si j = sVdi j + sij
D

sij
D =

3

2p
E

V

sij dV s5d

with

sij = sDSNij −
di j

3
D + sLLij + sMMij

whereV5surface of a unit hemisphere(in detail, see Bažant et a
2000a). This integral is evaluated numerically using an opti
Gaussian quadrature formula for a spherical surface(Bažant and
Oh 1985, 1986) which represents a weighted sum over
stresses onNm microplanes with discretely distributed orien
tions m=1,2,…Nm;

si j < 6o
m=1

Nm

wmsij
smd + sVdi j s6d

wherewm5quadrature weightssom=1
Nm =1d.

For the statically constrained microplane system,
volumetric–deviatoric split is introduced. According to the p

ciple of complementary virtual work

34 / JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS © ASCE / JANUARY 2005
gi j =
3

2p
E

V

uij dV s7d

with

uij = gNNij + gLLij + gMMij

In numerical calculations

gi j =
3

2p
E

V

uij dV < 6o
m=1

Nm

wmuij
smd s8d

A quadrature formula withNm=37 microplanes per hemisphe
(Stroud 1971) has been used in the present calculations. Ba
and Oh(1986) studied the accuracy of various formulas in dif
ent situations and developed a new, more efficient(albeit less
accurate), formula with 21 integration points.[see Fig. 1 wher
the circular points placed on an icosahedron define the direc
of microplane normals.]

Microplane Constitutive Relations of Model M5

The inelastic constitutive laws on the microplanes are define
the so-called stress–strain boundaries(or strain-dependent softe
ing yield limits, introduced in Bažant et al. 1996a,b). Foreij , these
laws are nearly the same as in M4, with minor differences t
described later. Within the boundaries, the incremental respo
elastic (like in M4) and described asṡV=EVėV, ṡD=EDėD , ṡM

=ETṡM , ṡL=ETṡL, where the superior dots denote the time r
and EV,ED ,ET5microplane elastic moduli, the relationship
which to the Young’s modulusE and Poisson ration is best take
asEV=E/ s1−2nd , ED=E/ s1+nd] andET=ED (as justified in Ba
žant and Prat 1988a; Carol et al. 1991; Carol and Bažant 1).
Although, upon reaching a boundary curve, the microp
stress–strain curve has a sharp sudden change of slope, the
ing macrocontinuum stress–strain curve is quite smooth be
the transitions to the boundary curve happen on different
croplanes at different times.

Cohesive Fracture in Tension and Shear

We will assume that a cohesive crack can develop in the dire
of any microplane if the tensile strength is exhausted. The re
normal and shear displacements across the crack,dN, dL, anddM,
are modeled by normal and shear strains on the microplane

gN = dN/h

gL = dL/h s9d

gM = dM/h

whereh5effective width of the band of finite elements repres
ing the fracture(coinciding with the actual size of the element
the fracture propagates along the mesh line of a square gri). If,
however, there is a system of parallel cracks(stabilized for in-
stance by reinforcement or adjacent compressed zone), then h
should represent the typical spacing of the parallel cracks
pure mode(opening) fracture, a cohesive crack is normally ch
acterized by a softening stress-separation functionsN=fsdNd. We
will consider, more generally, a mixed opening-shear cohe
fracture (mixed Modes I, II, and III), for which the vector o
cohesive stresss is in general a function of the displacem

vectors. We will adopt here a recent simplification of Camacho
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and Ortiz(1996), which assumes the existence of a potentia
the cohesive stresses,Csdd (free energy density), where

d = hg, s10d

g = ÎgN
2 + b2sgL

2 + gM
2d

Factorb, very small for concrete, expresses the fact that con
much prefers to fracture in tension than in shear(according to
Bažant et al. 1988, the ratio of Mode III to Mode I fracture en
gies of concrete appears to be about 30, and sob<1/30). Based
on the existence of potential C , sN=h−1]C /]gN, sL

=h−1]C /]gL, andsM =h−1]C /]gM. This yields

sN = gNs/g,

sL = b2gLs/g, s11d

sM = b2gMs/g

where

s = ÎsN
2 + ssL

2 + sM
2d/b2 s12d

The last equation may be verified by substituting Eq.(11). Note
that in this model, based on a potential, the cohesive stress
is always parallel to the stress displacement vector(or to the
fracture strain vector) becausesN/s=gN/g, etc. It must be admi
ted that this property is not realistic in the case of pure she
the macrocontinuum level, because it implies zero dilatancy
the shear on a microplane, however, this is not a problem
dilatancy is automatically created by the interaction of
croplanes of different orientations, simply as a result of the
that the strength is lower in tension than in compression(Bažan
and Gambarova 1984; Bažant et al. 2000a).

During the initial elastic and inelastic stress increase,
cracks remain closed and so the strains on the statically
strained microplane system remain zero. When the microp
normal stresssN reaches the strength limitf t8 in tension, a copla
nar cohesive crack is assumed to form on that microplane.sN is
imagined to represent the cohesive(crack-bridging) stress trans
mitted between the faces of this crack, which is determined b
softening lawsN= fswd where w is the separation between t
crack faces(crack opening); w can be related to the fracturi
part of the total strain bygN=w/s wheres is the effective crac
spacing(between parallel cracks of about the same orientatio
the microplane). The softening stress-separation relation is
sumed to be bilinear.

Furthermore, microplane fracturing compliances on every
croplane of the statically constrained system and a fract
compliance tensor on the macro scale must be defined in or
implement an efficient algorithm for the additive split of
strains. To this end, it is convenient to write the split of the in
ment of total strain asf i =−Dei −Dgi +Dei =0 using the conve
nience of Voigt notation(where i =1,2, . . .6; De1

, . . .De6
corre-

spond toDe11
, . . .2De31

). Fixing Dei at a given load step, and usi
Dsi =KinDen andDgi =Cin

f Dsn whereKin is the elastic 636 stiff-
ness matrix andCin

f is the fracturing compliance matrix, the li
0
earized problem becomesf isDend+CindsDend<0 in which

JOUR
Gij =
] f i

] sDejd

= −
] sDgid
] sDejd

− di j

= −
] sDgid
] sDsnd

] sDsnd
] sDejd

− di j = − Cin
f Knj − di j s13d

Here,Cin
f =]sDgid /]sDsnd can be calculated using Eq.(7) as

Cin
f =

3

2p
E

V

S ] sDgNd
] sDsNd

] sDsNd
] sDsnd

Ni +
] sDgMd
] sDsMd

] sDsMd
] sDsnd

Mi

+
] sDgLd
] sDsLd

] sDsLd
] sDsnd

LiDdV s14d

which simplifies to

Cin
f =

3

2p
E

V

sCN
f NiNn + CM

f MiMn + CL
f LiLnddV s15d

where CN
f =g /s is normal compliance an

CM
f =CL

f =b−2g /s5shear fracturing compliances defined on e
microplane of the statically constrained microplane system
Cin

f 5corresponding compliance tensor.

Fracturing Properties of Statically Constrained
Microplanes

The softening response in pure tension or tension combined
shear is expressed by means of the fracturing strain tensorgi j and
is described by the statically constrained microplane system
elastic response is included ingi j . Since gN=dN/s where
dN5crack opening, the microplane softening law is defined
scaled softening law for the cohesive crack model. The bili
softening law(Fig. 2), well justified for concrete fracture(Peters
son 1981; Hillerborg 1985; RILEM 1985; Guinea et al. 19
Bažant and Planas 1998), is adopted:

sN = f t8 maxF1 −
1 − c

gN1
gN,c maxS1 −

gN − gN1

gN2 − gN1
,0DG s16d

where 0øc,1 and the pointss0, f t8d ,sgN1,cf t8d, andsgN2,0d in
the diagram of normal stress versus fracturing strain on the
croplane define the bilinear cohesive law(Fig. 2). The foregoing
softening law is defined only forgNù0 because negative cra
opening can never occur.

As soon as the axial response reachesf t8 on one microplane
the crack on that microplane begins to open while all the o

Fig. 2. Bilinear softening relation for normal microplane stresses
strains, and relation for crack unloading and reloading
microplanes normally begin unloading. Thus the fracture process
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normally localizes into one single microplane. As the crack
that microplane continues to open, the normal stress and
opening displacement sweep the area under the prescribed
ening curve. The areas under the entire softening curves= fswd
and under the initial tangent of this curve represent the Mo
fracture energies

GF =E
0

`

sN dw= sE
0

gN2

sNdgN s17d

Gf =
f t8gN1

2s1 − cd

(the integral forGF was justified by Rice 1968); Gf5fracture
energy that normally governs the maximum loads of notc
specimens and structures with large stress-free cracks(Bažant and
Planas 1998; Bažant et al., private communication 2002) becaus
the cohesive stress at the notch tip at maximum load is norm
not yet reduced to a value less thancf t8.

If both GF andGf have been measured for the given conc
(Bažant et al., private communication 2002), it suffices to choos
a suitable value forc and then the softening law is fully define
Analysis of notched fracture test data gives roughlyc<1/4 (Ba-
žant and Planas 1998); however, van Mier’s uniaxial tensile te
data are optimally fitted withc<0.44. As a compromise, all th
present data fitting has been done withc=0.3, even though
does not yield optimum fits. If onlyGF has been measured, o
must also choose the ratioGf /GF (a suitable choice is 0.4; Baža
and Planas 1998; Bažant and Becq-Giraudon 2002), or the value
gN1. Instead ofGF, one can specifygN2 (a suitable value may b
roughly 0.03). Using the tensile strength data for concrete sp
mens of different sizes, one can determineGf for the type o
concrete used from the size effect law. The values ofc and gN2

can be assumed to be fixed at certain values for all concretes(e.g.,
c=0.44 andgN2=0.03), and one can thus obtain the approxim
tion gN1<1.34Gfs1−cd /sft8 where factor 1.34 is obtained forc
=0.44. Note that if the initial slope of the softening curve
chosen too steep, convergence problems may result.

The unloading and reloading of the cohesive crack are
sumed to be linear, as sketched in Fig. 2. They are defined b
relation

gN = gNu
s1 + kuDsN/sNu

d s18d

whereDsN,0 for unloading;gNu
5maximumgN attained so fa

(which must be saved, for each microplane); sNu
5correspondin

stress, andku5coefficient defining the degree of reversibility
crack opening. Forku=1 the opening is fully reversible and f
ku=0 it is irreversible. In reality, the opening is partially reve
ible s0,ku,1d, because of the microscopic debris deposited
tween the crack faces and because of irreversibility of the
tional slip in the fracture process zone. For computations,ku=1
has been assumed. Ifku,1 is chosen, for the sake of simplic
and also due to lack of good test data, the difference betwee
unloading and reloading paths may be neglected(although it
would not be difficult to program it). Note that, regardless of t
value ofku, the unloading is governed by the kinematically c
strained part.

Constitutive Properties of Kinematically Constrained
Microplanes

For the kinematically constrained microplanes subjected to s

tensorei j , we try to follow microplane Model M4 for concrete as
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far as possible. What needs to be removed from Model M4(Fig.
3) is the softening portions of the stress–strain boundarie
tensile normal strain and tensile volumetric strain on the
croplanes because the softening in pure tension and in te
with shear is already represented by the softening cohesiv
for the statically constrained microplanes. In consequence
frictional shear boundary used in M4 needs to be adjusted as
It is fortunate that the necessary modifications have no effe
the nonlinear triaxial response in compression and shear, a
most of the features of Model M4, tediously calibrated in pr
ous work, can be retained.

Normal Boundary
The microplane normal boundary(i.e, the boundary onsN), which
in M4 and M4f governs primarily the tensile softening, mi

Fig. 3. Stress–strain boundaries of kinematically constra
microplane system, co-opted from Model M4 with modifications
seem redundant since the tensile softening is modeled by the stati-
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cally constrained microplanes. Not quite, however, since
boundary is also important for the postpeak softening in uni
compression. Thus, the normal boundary is kept the same a
in Model M4 or M4f (Fig. 3), even though it now serves only
restrict excessively large lateral expansion under uniaxial
pression. It has no effect on the tensile response in the cu
model, because the cohesive softening law for the statically
strained microplanes is activated before this normal bounda
approached. Once the softening on the statically constraine
croplanes becomes activated, the kinematically constraine
croplane system unloads, due to series coupling.

Volumetric Boundary
In Models M4 and M4f, the normal boundary that bounds
normal stresssN was alone insufficient to prevent volumet
stresssV from growing too large because the softening effec
the normal boundary was offset by increasingsV. Therefore, i
was necessary to also impose a softening tensile volum
boundary(Bažant et al. 2000a). In the current model, the proble
of growing tensile stress at largeeV never occurs because t
volumetric and deviatoric stresses unload while the statically
strained microplanes provide softening in tension. Thus, the s
coupling in the present model makes the tensile volum
boundary in tension superfluous.

Shear Boundary
The shear boundary has different roles in tension and com
sion. In compression, it serves as a frictional yield surface in
plane of shear stress versus normal stress, with the coh
gradually approaching zero as the fracturing damage increas
the tensile range, however, the frictional boundary canno
closed, as in M4, because it would cause excessive prepeak
tic strain and shift the stress peak too far. Rather, the she
sponse in tension must remain almost elastic until the peak, w
is ensured by elevating the tensile portion of the frictional bo
ary as shown in Fig. 3. Thus, in tension, the frictional bounda
formulated as a shear stress bound proportional to the te
normal stress. The modification of the frictional shear boun
of M4 (Fig. 3) is mathematically described as follows:

for sN . 0

sT
b = ksT

0 + c22eV
eqsNl s19d

where

sT
0 = c10

s0

1 + c10s0/sk1k2ETd
s20d

s0 =
ETk1c11

1 + c12keV/k1l

Here,c22=13105 andc12=0.155, while all the other paramete
have the same values as given in Caner and Bažant(2000).

The shear boundary for compressivesN is as given in Bažant
al. (2000a,b,c):

for sN , 0

sT
b =

ETk1k2c10k− sN + sN
0l

ETk1k2 + c10k− sN + sN
0l

s21d

wherekXl=maxsX,0d5positive part of argument. IfkeVl is large,
c10=fdsT

b /dsNgsN=05initial slope of the boundary, and limsN→`sT
b

=ETk1k2, which represents a horizontal asymptote.

JOUR
-

Making the slope a function ofeV
eq for tensile sN makes i

possible to distinguish important qualitative differences betw
compression and tension. For compression, this function c
the slope to be negative and thus the yield surface to be c
For tension, this slope is positive, thus allowing a linear s
response until the tensile strength is reached on a statically
strained microplane, and in this way the statically constra
microplane system is made to control the tensile softening.

Incremental Thermodynamic Potential

Two kinds of thermodynamic potentials are of interest:(1) the
complete potential, which is a function of the reversible par
total strains and involves separate internal state variables fo
versible strains governing energy dissipation; and(2) the incre-
mental potential associated with the tangential(inelastic) moduli
tensor, considered as given and thus equivalent to an e
moduli tensor. The latter, which does not separate the reve
(elastic) and irreversible(inelastic) deformations, cannot captu
energy dissipation but can capture the entropy produced b
viations from equilibrium, which is what is needed to detec
furcation and identify the actual postbifurcation equilibrium p
(as explained in Bažant 1988 and in Section 10.2 of Bažan
Cedolin 1991). Only the latter will be presented here. The form
could be obtained if the latter is generalized by separatio
reversible and irreversible deformations. This would require
tending the analysis of Carol et al.(2001, 2004) from a kinemati
cally constrained to a hybrid microplane model, and is beyon
scope of this paper. Note that the microplane formulation
sented does not rest on the incremental potential but is de
from the principles of virtual work and complementary virt
work.

Because of mixing the kinematic and static constraints, a
cremental potential representing the specific free energy, of
Helmholtz or Gibbs type, does not exist on the macrocontin
level (the term “specific” means “per unit volume,” and “dens
“per unit mass”). Nevertheless, a potential for microplane mo
with mixed constraints can be defined. From the theoretica
computational viewpoints, this is an attractive aspect, which
now be demonstrated.

The total variation of the specific Helmholtz free energyC of
a continuum with a constitutive law described by the microp
Model M5 may be expressed as

rC =E
V8

CnsenddV8 +E
V8

FnsgsddV8

s22d

dsrCd =E
V8

] Cn

] en · den dV8 +E
V8

] Fn

] gs · dgs dV8

=E
V8

se ·S ] en

] e
· deDdV8 +E

V8
sn · dgsdV8

s23d

in which

se = ] Cn/] en

s24d
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sn = ] Fn/] gs

and ]en/]e=n. Here V8=s2p /3dV=s2p /3dsinu df du (f ,u
being spherical coordinates); r5mass density; Cn or
Fn5contributions to the variation of the Helmholtz free ene
density from microplane of orientationn ,V5surface of a un
hemisphere;en ,se5strain and stress vectors on kinematically c
strained microplane of orientationn, andgs ,sn5strain and stres
vectors on statically constrained microplane of orientationn (cor-
responding to spherical coordinatesf ,u, the latitude, and long
tude); se5microplane stress vector corresponding toen in the
kinematically constrained part, andgs5microplane strain vecto
corresponding tosn in the statically constrained part;en

=e·n ,sn=s ·n,«=e+g, where s ,«5macrocontinuum stre
and strain tensors; ande,g5partial strain tensors of macroco
tinuum corresponding to the kinematically and statically c
strained microplane systems.

Substituting the tensor projectionen=e·n into the first integra
in Eq. (23), we can factor oute in front of the integral and get a
integral that is fully determined by the strain tensor variationde
and thus, taken alone, represents a potential. As for the s
integral, however, an analogous operation is impossible be
]gs /]gÞn, in contrast to Eq.(24). Indeed, substituting the tens
projection ofsn=s ·n does not yield an integral fully determin
by the variationds of the strain tensor that provides the kinem
constraint, and thus is not a total variation of a potential in te
of the macroscopic variablese ands. To overcome this problem
recall the Legendre transformation which is, for instance, us
obtain the Gibbs free energy from the Helmholtz free energy
this end, we rewrite Eq.(23) as follows:

dfrBse,sdg =E
V8

se ·S ] en

] e
:deDdV8 −E

V8
gs ·S ] sn

] s
:dsDdV8

s25d

or

s:de− g:ds = de:E
V8

sendV8 − ds:E
V8

gs ·n dV8 s26d

in which ]sn/]s=n and

rBse,sd =E s:de−E g:ds = rCe −E
V8

sn:gsdV8 s27d

Now we denote

dsrCed =E
V8

se · dendV8

dsrYsd =E
V8

gs · dsndV8

dfBse,sdg = d * e− d 7 s s28d

All these expressions represent total variations, and soCe,Ys,
and Bse,sd represent thermodynamic potentials;Ce and
Bse,sd5potentials as functions of internal macroscopic vari
e which is not directly measurable, even for homogeneous d
mation. Only Ys is a potential as a function of a measura
continuum variables; it represents specific Gibbs free ene
associated with the statically constrained microplane system

total potential(per unit volume) is
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Bse,sd = C −
1

r
E

V8
sn · gsdV8 = Ce − Ys s29d

It is a mixed potential(per unit volume) representing a superp
sition of specific Helmholtz and Gibbs free energies(Bažan
2002) for the isothermal material properties(for adiabatic mate
rial properties, this potential represents a mixture of specific
energy and enthalpy). The validity of this mixed potential is ver
fied by the fact that the conditions of stationarity of this pote
with respect to arbitrary variationsds andde yield, respectively
the expressions forg ands in terms of microplane stresses a
strains, i.e., Eqs.(5) and(7). Integration of this potential over th
structure volume and addition of external work yields a m
potential of the structure–load system, which allows detectin
furcation and deciding stability of the postbifurcation equilibr
paths[Bažant 1988; Bažant and Cedolin 1991, Eq.(10.2.15)].

The energy dissipation inequality, of course, cannot
checked from the present potential based on tangential stif
However, from the model coupling(visualized in Fig. 1 of Bažan
and Caner 2005) it is physically clear that if the behavior on ea
microplane of a system, constrained either kinematically or
cally, ensures non-negative energy dissipation, the dissipatio
equality must be satisfied.

Closing

At this point, the constitutive model has been theoretically for
lated. What remains are the computational aspects, partic
the computational algorithm and the calibration by test data.
is taken up in Part II of this study(Bažant and Caner 2005) which
follows.
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